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lnstruction : Answer all Sectians.

SECTION _ A

l. Answer any ten questions. Each question carries two marks.

1) What is data abstraction ?

2) Define polymorphisrn and name two types of polymorphism.

3) What are manipulators ? Give two examples of manipulators.

4i What is default arguments to functions ?

5) Write two ditferences between constructor and destructors.
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6) Whict.t operators cannot be overloaded in C++ ?

7) Define abstract class.

8) What is the purpose of 'this' operator ?

9) Define template. Name two types of templates.

10) Differentiate betv*een seekg{} and seekp$ function.

11) What is function prototype ?

12) Befine static data members,use in a class.

SECTION _ B
i

ll. Answer any five questions. Each question carries '10 marks. iSx'lS*5S)
13) a) Explain in detail basic coneept of object oriented programming. 5

h) Write a note on control structures of C++. 5

14) a) Differentiate between call by value and call by reference arguments. 5

b) Explain lnline function with a prCIgram to calculate area and
circumference of circle. 5
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15)
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Explain friend function with an bxample. 4

Write a C++ program to add two cornplex numbers by overloading'+'

a)

b)
operator.

16) a) Write a C++ program to overload a unary minus operator.

b) Explain multiple inheritance and ambiglity resolution in it.

17\ al Define virtual function with an example.

b) Explain unformatted liO operations.

18) a) Explain difference between function overloading and overriding.

b) Explain type conversion of basic to class and class to basic type.

19) a) What is exception ? Explain different blocks of exception handling.

b) Explain function template with an example.

20) a) Explain file pointer and file opening modes.

b) Write a note on stream classes.
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